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Electronic payments, touted as the foundation of consumer e-commerce, raise a number of novel problems. The Australian Banking Industry Ombudsman has recently published Bulletin 35 which provides case studies and discussion of consumer issues in electronic payments. In this talk, Alan Tyree discusses some of the issues raised in Bulletin 35, provides a legal analysis and some practical solutions.

Alan Tyree is a consultant with Mallesons Stephen Jaques. He is the author of a number of books, including ‘Banking Law in Australia’ (4th ed), ‘Tyree’s New Zealand Banking Law’, and ‘The Law of Payment Systems’ (with Andrea Beatty). He is one of four authors who maintain Weaver and Craigie’s ‘Banker and Customer’. He was also involved in the precursor to AustLII, the Australian Legal Information Institute, and was Landerer Professor of IT Law at Sydney University.